In this edition we are hosting:

Dr. Ana Salas Villaseñor
Process Integration Engineer at Samsung

If you met Ana during her time at UT Dallas, you know she always had a big smile and went by "Anita".

She decided to pursue a career in the electronics industry, here is her timeline from Mexico to Austin, TX:

- **2001 - 2008** Mexico     BS and MS in Materials Science and Engineering
- **2008 - 2013** UT Dallas    PhD with Dr. Manuel Quevedo
- **2013 - 2016** Intel        Process Engineer, Albuquerque NM
- **2016 - Now**  Samsung     Process Integration Engineer, Austin TX

Where will Ana go next?
Advice from Ana to the current students:

If you are considering a professional career in the electronics industry:
1. Cleanroom knowledge, skills, and language are key
2. Embrace teamwork
3. Learn the industry’s language. How? read news articles on the latest development

Share this timeline around

Invite your graduated friends from UTD to join the MSE Alumni Chapter.

Don't be shy, get your own timeline. Interested?
Send me an e-mail at mirelesmarce@gmail.com